Introduction
The analytic basis for any projective theory of congruences, in which the lines of the congruence are defined either by a pair of points or a pair of planes, consists of the invariant theory of a completely integrable system of four homogeneous linear partial differential equations with two dependent and two independent variables, two of the equations of the system being of the first order, and two of the second order. If the developables of the congruence are known, this system of differential equations can be written in a very simple form.t
But the determination of the developables of a congruence requires the integration of two partial differential equations of the first order, and it seems highly desirable to possess a theory which will be immediately applicable to any congruence, whether its developables can actually be found explicitly or not. The considerations made by G. M. GreenJ show that the existing theory can actually be modified so as to cover all such cases. However there are various ways in which this can be done and the various methods which might be used are not all equally desirable.
Green himself has indicated one such method for the theory of congruences. § But Green only indicated in a general way what was to be done without actually working out a complete theory.
The great disadvantage which this particular theory would have, as compared with the one to which we are devoting this paper, is that only the final results would be of interest.
The various types of invariants corresponding to the transformations of certain subgroups would III (1911) . This paper will hereafter be cited as the Brussels Paper.
X G. M. Green, On the theory of curved surfaces and canonical systems in projective differential geometry, these Transactions, vol. 16 (1915) . § G. M. Green, Projective differential geometry of one-parameter families of space curves and conjugate nets on a curved surface, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 37 (1915), and vol. 3*8 (1916) .
have no geometric significance. There exists another method, worked out by J. M. Kinney* in an as yet unpublished thesis, which labors under the same disadvantage.
The point of view of the present paper is to think of a congruence as being generated by a ohe-parameter family of ruled surfaces. If v is the parameter which varies from one of these surfaces to another, we consider first the seminvariants and invariants of the individual ruled surfaces v = const. These can be written down at once from the known theory of ruled surfaces. Let u be the variable which picks out a particular generator of such a ruled surface v = const. If we now allow v to be variable while u remains constant we obtain a second one-parameter family of ruled surfaces whose generators belong to the same congruence of lines. The ruled surfaces u = const, and v = const, together constitute a net of ruled surfaces, and we shall show next how to find the invariants of this net. In terms of these we shall then obtain the invariants of the one-parameter family of ruled surfaces v = const. They are those invariants of the net which do not change when the second family of the net is changed arbitrarily.
Finally the invariants of the congruence are those invariants of the oqe-parameter family of ruled surfaces v = const., which are not changed when we replace this family by any other one-parameter family of the congruence.
The differential equations of the problem
Let j/(t) and z(i), (A = 1,2,3,4), be the homogeneous coordinates of two distinct points, Py and Pz, of space. Let yik) and zw be given as analytic functions of two independent variables (1) yW«/<*> (.«,«), ¡g<*> «-£<*>(», t>) (k = 1,2,3,4), and let us regard as corresponding points Py and Pz, those which correspond to the same pair of values u, v. Unless the ratios of the yw's and also the ratios of the 2(t)'s reduce to functions of the same function t of u and v, the system of lines I obtained by joining all pairs of corresponding points will form a congruence. If in (1) we put v = const, we obtain a ruled surface of this congruence. Let us assume that the ruled surfaces v = const, are not developable; then the determinant (2) D= |y?', tf>, ?<*>,»<*>| will not vanish identically, f and we can find a unique system of differential equations of the form
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Zuu + Pn yu + Pli zu + qny + q22 z = 0, satisfied by the four pairs of functions ( yw, z{k) ). The coefficients p,t and qtk can easily be expressed in terms of the functions /(A° and gw, since we are assuming that D is not equal to zero. Of course p,-* and qik will be functions of v as well as of u. The projective properties of any individual ruled surface v = const, can be completely expressed in terms of the invariants of (3).* But the same thing is not true of the properties of the whole oneparameter family of surfaces. In fact equations (3) are satisfied also by the pairs of functions V™ =T,Vki(v)y™, r(t)=t^(»)zw (fc = l,2,3,4), •=i «=i where Vki(v) are arbitrary functions of v. For each constant value of v these equations represent a projective transformation of the corresponding ruled surface v -const.; but this transformation is in general different for different ones of these surfaces, and does not represent a projective transformation of the one-parameter family. Still starting from (1) and the assumption D j£ 0, we see that we can find coefficients aik and bik, so that the four pairs of functions yw , z(i) will satisfy the following equations yv = «ii yu + «12 z« + bu y + £>iü z, (4) zv = «2i yu + a22 Zu + hi y + b22 z, as well as (3). It is easy to see that the most general pair of analytic functions which satisfies both of these systems of equations is 4 * (5) y = E ck y(k), z = Y^ck zw,
where cx, • • •, c4 are arbitrary constants. Consequently the system of four equations, composed of (3) and (4), may serve as basis for a projective theory of the one-parameter family of ruled surfaces v = const.
We have shown how to find such a system of partial differential equations for any one-parameter family of non-developable ruled surfaces, and it is evident that the resulting system will be completely integrable.
It is also evident that any completely integrable system of this sort will define, except * E. J. Wilczynski, Projective differential geometry of curves and rules surfaces, Leipzig, 1906, p. 133. This book will hereafter be quoted as Proj. Diff. Geom. Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 11 for protective transformations, a one-parameter family of non-developable ruled surfaces. The modifications which become necessary for the case of a one-parameter family of developables will become apparent later. We formulate our results as follows :
Theorem. Any analytic one-parameter family of non-developable ruled surfaces may be studied by means of a completely integrable system of partial differential equations of the form yuu + Pu yu + P12 Zu + qny + quz = 0, Zuu + ¡P21 yU + P22 Zu + Ç21 y + ?22 z = 0 , iS) yv = ßn yu + an zu + bu y + 612 z, Zv = «2i yu + a22 zu + 621 y + ¿22 z;
and every completely integrable system of this form defines a one-parameter family of non-developable ruled surfaces except for prpjective transformations. The notation is so chosen that the individual surfaces of the one-parameter family are obtained by equating v to a constant.
The integrability conditions of system (S)
If the coefficients p»*, que, a,*, bik, of (S) are chosen as arbitrary functions of u and », the system will not be a completely integrable one. We find it necessary to obtain the integrability conditions for this system. From the last two equations of ( S ) we find, by differentiation and making use of the first two equations, the following expressions : 2/ut) = en yu + c12 z" + du y + di2 z, Zuv = C21 yv + c22 zu + dny + d22 z, (6) yw = en yu + e12 zu + /11 y + /12 z, Zw = e2i y* + e22 za + f2í y + f22 z, where C11 = ian)u -anpn -al2p2l + bn, dn = (6n)u -an an -ai202i, C12 = (012)« -anpn -ai2p22 + 612, di2 = (612)« -an gi2 -ai2q22,
C21 = («2i )u -a2ipu -a22p2i + ¿2i, d2i = (¿>2i)a -«21011 -aMq2ï, c22 = (a22)u -a2i P12 -a22 P22 + b22, d22 = ib22)u -a2Xqi2 -a22q22, and en = ( an )" + au cn + Oi2 c2i + bn an + &i2 a2i, ei2 = ( «12 )v + au cu + au c22 + bn au + 612 a22, e2i = (a2i), + a2i cn + a22 c2i + 621 «ii + 622 021, 622 = («22)» + «21 C12 + a22 C22 + ¿21 «12 + ¿22 «22, These expressions for yuv, zuv, yvv, zvv, as well as the expressions for yuu and zuu obtained from ( S ) in terms of yu, zu, y, z, are determined uniquely.
But if we proceed to calculate the third order derivatives of y and 2, we see that some of these may be calculated in more than one way, and it becomes necessary to impose the condition that the two values obtained in this way shall be consistent.
Of course the values of yuuu and yvvv can be obtained from (S) in one way only. The value of yuvv may be obtained from either of the two equations _ dyuv _ dyvv y*™ -dv , yUw -du .
But since yuv and yvv, as given by (6), were themselves obtained by differentiation of the same expression yv contained in ( S ), we obtain no conditions when the two values of ymv are equated. The same remark applies to the two values of zuvv. We do however obtain conditions upon the coefficients of ( S ) when we demand that dyUu _ dyuv dzuu dzuv Vmv = ~dt " ~du~' Zmv = ~dv~ = ~du~-
The conditions obtained in this way are of the form ayu + ßzu + yy + 5z = 0.
If they are to be satisfied identically, that is, for all solutions of system ( S ), the coefficients a, ß, y, 8, must all be equal to zero, since we are assuming that the determinant D, given by (2), is not equal to zero. Thus each of the two conditions splits up into four relations between the coefficients of ( S ). We obtain in this way the following eight equations; the integrability conditions for the system (S):
(pn)v + Pu eu + Pn C21 + çn an + qu an + (cn)" -en pu -Ci2p2i + du = 0, (pu)* + Pu C12 + P12 c22 + qn ai2 + qn a22
(P21)» + P21 Cu + P22 c2i + q2X an + q22 a2i 
(?2l)r + P21 ¿11 + P22 ¿21 + Ç21 bu + Ç22 b2i
v + P21 ¿12 + P22 ¿22 + ?21 i>12 + Ç22 b22
If these conditions are satisfied all of the partial derivatives of higher order, of either y or z, will be determined by unique expressions, linear and homogeneous in y, z, yu, and zu; the existence of analytic function solutions of ( S ) involving four arbitrary constants linearly and in homogeneous fashion follows at once, and the complete integrability of system ( S ) is established.
From the first and fourth of equations (9) we find by addition (11) (pu + P22)* + (en + c22 + 611 + 622)« = 0.
Consequently we may write (12) pn + p22 = pu, fen + b22 + en + c22 = -p", where p is a function of u and v determined by (12) except for an additive constant.
3. The second one 'Arameter family of ruled surfaces determined by ( s)
We have seen that a system of form ( S ) may be utilized for the purpose of studying the one-parameter family of ruled surfaces v = const. But clearly we obtain a second one-parameter family of ruled surfaces if we equate ra to a constant. We may find the system (S') which is most convenient for the purpose of studying these surfaces, by simple eliminations from equations already deduced.
The first order equations of (S') may be obtained at once by solving (4) for yu and zu. If we substitute the values of yu and zu, obtained in this way, into the equations (6) for yvv and zvv we obtain the second order equations of system (S' ). We find in this way; (S') y™ + rnyv 4-ruzv 4-Siiy 4-SiiZ = Q, zm + r2i yv 4-ra zv 4-sny + snz = 0, yu = ?n yv 4-gn zv + An y + huz, Zu = 9n yv + gn z" + A2i y + A22 z, where we are assuming that (13) a2 = an a22 -ai2 a2j
is different from zero, and where we have put
and a2 An = °i2 bn -a22 &n, a2 A2i = a2i ¿>u -an bn, a2 rn = -( en »a -en a2i ), a2 r2i = -( en a22 -e22 a2i ), a2 gn = -a2i, a2 gn = an, a2 Ai2 = ai2 o22 -a22 0i2, a2 A22 = a2i 0i2 -an b22, a2 rn = -( an ei2 -«12 en ), a2 r22 = -( an e22 -ai2 621),* If a2 = 0, the two first order equations of ( S' ) are replaced by (16) an yv -an z» + ( ai2 p2i -an bn ) y + ( a» 622 -a22 612 ) z = 0, which shows that, in this case, the ruled surfaces u = const, are developable. This gives us the theorem : the ruled surfaces u = const, are developables if and only if 02'= On Ü22 -Oi2 021 = 0.
[April The system of ruled surfaces, composed of the two one-parameter families u = const, and v = const., shall be called a net of ruled surfaces.
The differential equations of the surfaces of reference
If we return to equations (1), we observe that Py and P2 describe, in general, two surfaces Sy and Sz when u and v vary over their ranges. In fact we may regard these surfaces and a general point-to-point correspondence between them as being given in advance, for the purpose of defining our two oneparameter families of ruled surfaces, or the net composed of both of them. We shall speak of the surfaces Sy and Sz as the surfaces of reference.
The differential equations of the surface S" are obtained from «ti y« -yv + bu y = -«i2 z" -¿i2 z, 
by elimination of 2/u and y. The result will be a new system of form (S) whose coefficients, pik, 9,*, 5«, and bik depend upon a, ß, y, S and upon the values of p,*, g,-jt, a,i, and £>»•*. Geometrically, this transformation has the effect of replacing the surfaces of reference, Sy and Sz, by two other surfaces, S~ and S¿. The functions of Pik, qik, aik, and bik which are left unchanged by this transformation, the seminvariants, are quantities whose values are independent of the choice of these surfaces of reference. The effect of transformations of the form (22) upon the coefficients of ( S ) is given by the following equations which are important for what follows.
We find Apn = 2(auS -yuß) + pnad + pi2yb -p2i aß -p22ßy, Api2 = 2(ßu8 -Suß) + pnßS + put2 -pnß2 -p22ßb, Ap2i = -2 (a" y -yu a) -pn <ry -pi2 y2 + p2i c? + p22 ay, Ap22 = -2(|3"7 -5"a) -pußy -pi2y5 + p2i aß + p22ah, (24) and (25) Agai = Qw 5 -ym ß + pn a" 8 + P12 7u 8 -p2i auß -p22 yu ß + gn ab + gi2 yS -g2i aß -g22 ßy, Agi2 = ft«, 8 -S"" ß + pn 0" 8 + P12 Sud -p2i ßu ß -p22 8U ß + gn ßö + gi2 82 -qnß2 -q22 ßS, Ag2i = -(auu y -yuu a) -pu au y -pi2 yu y + p2i a» a + p22 yu « -gn ay -qn 72 + Î2i c? + g22 07, Ag22 = -(j8"u 7 -8"" a) -pn /3" 7 -pi2 8" 7 + p2i /3U a -f-p2î 8" a -gn ßy -qn 75 + g2i aß + q22 aS. either by direct calculation or else from the theory of ruled surfaces.* We find further Aun = a8an + 75ai2 -aßa2i -ßyo22, Aä12 = ß8au + 52 a]2 -ß2 a2i -ß8a22, (26) AÔ2i = -«7011 -72 ai2 + a2 a2i + aya^z, Aä22 = -ßyan -y8ai2 + aßa-n + a5a22, and Aèii = -av 8 + yv ß + au San + yu 8ai2 -a^ßa^i -yu ßa22 + a8bn + y8bu -aßb2i -ßyb22, Abu = -ßv 8 + 5" ß + ßu 8ai\ + 5" ôoi2 -ßu ßa^i -8U ßa22 + ß8bn + 82bi2-ß2bn-ß8b22, (27) A&2i = avy -yva -au yan -yu yan + au aa2i + yu aa22 -aybu -y2 b12 + a2 b2i + «7622, A022 = ßv 7 -8V a -ßu yan -8U 7012 + ßu oia2i + 5U aat2 -ßybn -Ô7612 + a(362i + a5t>22 • From the theory of ruled surfaces we know that the quantities M11 = 2 (pii)u -4ffn + pli + pu p21, uX2 = 2(pi2)" -4c/i2 + pnipn + Pu),
«îi « 2(P21)« -4g2i + P21 (pu + Pn), «22 = 2 ( p22 )u -4ff22 + p\2 + P12 P21, are transformed in accordance with the equations obtained from (26) if we replace o« by uik, and a« by £,*.t We express this fact by saying that the an,'s and Uik's are cogredient for transformations of the form (22) .
From the m,Vs and p,t's we form a new set of four quantities
which are also cogredient with the uik's and therefore with the aa's.J The The variables m¿*, »,*, and %, are fundamental in the theory of ruled surfaces, but the variables aik do not occur in that theory at all. Since the ait's are cogredient with the uik's we can now obtain further sets of cogredient variables by applying the process defined by (29) to the a.t's. Thus we obtain the new sets of cogredient quantities a(¿y, acu}, e.tc.
From the theory of ruled surfaces we know that
are seminvariants,J a fact which may moreover be verified directly from equations (29) and the cogredience properties noted. Of course Vn + «22 and «>ii + w22 are also seminvariants; we have not listed them since the relations »11 + »22 = 27" , Wn + W22 = 47"u enable us to express them as derivatives of 7. Moreover A is really not independent of 7, J, K, L and of their derivatives, but it is so important a combination as to merit special mention. All of the seminvariants of a single ruled surface are functions of 7, J, K, L and of their derivatives with respect to «. § From the cogredience properties which we have noted, it follows at once that the quantities Oi = flu + 022 , Û2 = On a22 -ai2 tt2l,
2 ( ai )" = a(iV + a(¿>, a(2> = oft a(^ -af,V a(2V, etc.
are also seminvariants of ( S will be a seminvariant for all values of X. Consequently we find new seminvariants of the following type :
Of course, many of these are expressible in other forms. Thus we have, for instance,
The seminvariant A is a very important representative of a type of seminvariants expressible as third order determinants formed from three distinct cogredient sets, and may be represented by the symbol A = (u, v, w).
Clearly, we can form other seminvariants of this form, such as
All of the seminvariants obtained so far contain only the coefficients p,t, a,*, and a.jfc, of system ( S ), besides partial derivatives of these quantities with respect to u.
In order to find seminvariants which involve the quantities bik also, and partial derivatives with respect to î, we might operate in exactly similar fashion upon the coefficients r,*, ««, ff.t, A,* of the system (S') of Art. 3. But we shall show how to obtain simpler seminvariants of the desired kind by a different method.
For this purpose we first re-write system (S) in a different form. We put (35) p = 2yu + pu y + pu z, a = 2zu + p2X y + p22 z.
The points, Pp and P", whose homogeneous coordinates are given by these expressions are such that the line Pp P" is a generator of the same set as PyP, on the quadric surface 77 which osculates the ruled surface v = const, along Py Pz, while Py P9 and Pz P" are two generators of the second set of 77 .* As a result of (35), the equations of (S) assume the form 
But corresponding to all transformations of the form (22), the variables, p and 0-, defined by (35) undergo the cogredient transformations p = ap + ßa, a = yp + 5<r.* Consequently it follows, by comparing the first two equations of (36) with the last two, and making use of the various cogredience properties already noted; that the quantities nk, introduced by (37), must be cogredient with the quantities pik except that the partial derivatives of a, ß, y, 8 with respect to u which occur in (24) must be replaced by »-derivatives. From this remark we conclude further that, from a set of quantities like aik, or any cogredient set, we can obtain a new set of cogredient variables if, in the process which is exemplified by (29), we replace the quantities pik by ■Kik and at the same time replace the «-derivatives by »-derivatives.
We use an upper index 2 to indicate this new process. Thus, for instance, we obtain
From the quantities obtained in this way we form seminvariants as before.
Thus < + off = 2 ( an + a22 )., off off -a[f a£> = a4!), (39) ai?» eg»-08" off» = ai "», ulV u® -u[V uíV = up, etc. are seminvariants. Moreover the two processes may be combined. Thus the quantities (aí¿))(2) are cogredient with the quantities a,*, and give rise to a seminvariant
the similar formation which results when the two processes are used in opposite order may be denoted by a2tl}. We have noticed already that, from two or three sets of quantities cogredient with the ait's, bilinear or trilinear seminvariants of type (33) or (34) (a,a(1),a(2)), (am,u,v) , (o»,«,d), etc.
The flecnodal canonical form
Let us assume that
is not equal to zero. Then the flecnode curve on each of the ruled surfaces v = const, has two distinct branches. The locus of these curves is in general a surface of two distinct sheets which we shall call the locus of the flecnodes of our one-parameter family of ruled surfaces. We use this locution to avoid confusion with the flecnode surface, which is a ruled surface the locus of the flecnode tangents of a single ruled surface. In general, the totality of the flecnode tangents of a one-parameter family of ruled surfaces will be a congruence of lines; the totality of the flecnode surfaces of a one-parameter family of ruled surfaces will be a new one-parameter family of ruled surfaces. We shall speak of them as the congruence of flecnode tangents, and the oneparameter family of flecnode surfaces respectively.
Again the congruence of flecnode tangents should not be confused with what we have formerly called the flecnode congruence of a single ruled surface. The locus of these for a one-parameter family of ruled surfaces gives rise, in general to a complex, the flecnode complex of the family.* If the two sheets of the locus of flecnodes are distinct, that is, .if 04 j¿ 0, we may use them as surfaces of reference for the system (S).
We shall then have
If these conditions are satisfied, they will still be satisfied after any transformation of the form y = ay, z = 8z, and a and 8 may moreover be chosen, according to (24), in such a way as to make pn = p22 = 0. Thus, if 04 9e 0, we may suppose
When the coefficients of ( S ) satisfy these conditions and one other condition to be formulated presently we shall say that ( S ) is in the flecnodal canonical form.
We propose to show that all of the coefficients of the flecnodal canonical form are expressible in terms of seminvariants of the original system ( S ).
In fact we have.t under the assumption 04 y¿ 0, 0iO ^ 0, * Prof. Diff. Geom., p. 120, equ. (102) . where 04 has already been defined, where 09 is the same as the quantity A defined by (31), and where
i>io = 804(04)u« -9(04);! +8701.
These quantities 04, 09, 0io, #10 are, in fact, not merely seminvariants of ( S ) ; they are invariants of the one-parameter family of ruled surfaces v = const. ; #10 in particular is the so-called quadri-derivative of 04 and is usually denoted by 04.1, a notation which we shall have to abandon to avoid confusion in our later developments. Since the eight coefficients, pik and g,-*, of the flecnoda) canonical form are now expressed in terms of 04, 09, 0iO, and #10, and since these quantities are functions of 7, J, K, L, and of their partial derivatives with respect to «, it only remains to show that the remaining eight coefficients, a¡ie and &,*, of the flecnodal canonical form can also be expressed in terms of seminvariants.
For this purpose we consider the seminvariants (46) ai = On + 022, o2 -On o22 -Oi2 o2i;
(a, u) = an «22 + an Mu -Oi2 «21 -a2i «i2,
In the canonical form, we have «12 = «21 = 0, and owing to the assumptions 04 7* 0, 010 9e 0, the quantities «n -«22, »i2, and »2i will not be zero. Consequently equations (46) enable us to express the four coefficients o« of the canonical form in terms of ai, a2, ( a, u ), ( o, «, v ) and I, J, K, L and their derivatives.
Let us consider next the seminvariants o?) = aff + aff, aff = aff aS -offla1,2?, (a(2), w) = off «22 + aff «ii -aff «21 -off «12, (47) (a,aV,aW) = an -«22, aff -off, off -aff 012, afê, aff a2i, aff, aff the first of which, aff, need not be mentioned explicitly, since it is equal to 2 ( ai ),.
If the cofactors of aff and aff in ( a, a(1), a<2) ) are not both equal to zero, these equations enable us to express the values of aff, for the canonical form, in terms of the seminvariants mentioned previously and of aff, ( a(2), « ), and (a, a(1), a<2)). According to (38), we obtain in this way seminvariant expressions for tti2, 7t2i, and 7Tn -7r22. The integrability condition (11) may be written (48) (7Tii + tt22)u -(aa + a22)uu = (pu + P22)».
In our canonical form, we have pn = P22 = 0, so that (48) enables us to conclude that
is a function of v alone. we may make tFh + X22 -(an + ö22)u equal to zero. Let us assume that this transformation has been made, so that
this is the condition mentioned above, which together with «12 = «21 = Pll = P22 = 0 characterizes the flecnodal canonical form of system ( S ).
By means of (48a), in + ir22 is expressed in terms of seminvariants; since we have shown before that irn, T21, and irn -1^22 may be expressed in terms of certain seminvariants, it follows that all of the Wiks can be thus expressed. Finally, equations (37) show that the same thing is true of the bik's.
We have obtained the following result. If 04 and d\o are different from zero, and if the co-factors of a!\¡ and a22} in (a, a(1), a(2) ) are not both zero, all of the coefficients of the flecnodal canonical form are functions of the eleven seminvariants I, J, K, L, at, a2, (a, u), (a, u, v) , a22>, (a(2), u), (a, a(1), a(2)), and of partial derivatives of these seminvariants.
From this theorem it follows at once that any seminvariant of (S) can be expressed as a function of the eleven seminvariants mentioned and of their partial derivatives, provided that 04 and 0iO do not vanish, and that at least one of the cofactors of a!2] or a™ in (a, a(1), a(2) ) is not equal to zero.
It is known from the theory of ruled surfaces that the cases 04 = 0 and 010 = 0 are really exceptional; that is, in these cases the coefficients of the canonical form can not be expressed entirely in terms of the seminvariants mentioned.
The additional distinction, however, as to whether the cofactors of a$ and a^ in ( a, a(1), a(2) ) do or do not vanish, might be avoided by substituting for (a, a(1), a(2) ) some other seminvariant, such as (a(2), v) for instance.
We prefer, however, to retain (a, a(1), a(2)) for reasons which will bçcome apparent later.
Invariants of the net
The seminvariants are those combinations formed from coefficients of ( S ) whose values are independent of the choice of the surfaces of reference, Sy and St. But the value of a seminvariant is not, in general, independent of the parametric representation of the ruled surfaces of the net. If we make a transformation of the form
where U ( u ) and V ( v ) are arbitrary functions of the single variables indicated, the parametric ruled surfaces of the net are left unchanged, but their parametric representation is altered. Those functions of seminvariants which are not changed at all by any transformation of form (49) shall be called absolute invariants of the net. A seminvariant 0k¡ ¡, which is transformed in accordance with the equation 0*.¡ = (¡7')-*(r,r,0*.i shall be called a relative net invariant of weights k and I.
[April The theory of ruled surfaces supplies us with a number of such net-invariants. The fundamental invariants of this sort are those denoted by 04, 09, 0iO, and #10, in Article 6. Moreover the theory of ruled surfaces enables us to form all net-invariants which depend merely on the coefficients p,* and g,*. They are obtained from the four fundamental ones by certain simple differentiation processes.*
In accordance with the general notation 6k, i just established, the four fundamental net-invariants 04, 0g, 0iO, di0 shall now be denoted by 04, o, 09, o, 010, o» and #io, o respectively.
In order to be in a position to find the remaining net-invariants, we study the effect of a transformation of form (49) upon the coefficients of (S). We find the following transformation equations;
where U" (51) V = JJTFrom these equations, the following may be deduced;
is the Schwarzian derivative of U with respect to u. We find further (54) / = ^y2 ( I + 4m) , J = ^~i (J + 2M7 + 4M2), and
where u' is the derivative of u. The invariance of 04, 0, 89,0, 0io, o, and #10, o has been established already. To obtain the remaining fundamental net-invariants, we must find the effect of these transformations upon the seven seminvariants oi, 02, ia,u), (a, u,v),aü\ (a(2>, u) , and (a, a(1), a(2) ). From (46) and (50) is also a relative net-invariant. The special importance of A will appear later.
We find further
Combining this with (54) and (56), we see that
is a new net-invariant. The seminvariant ia,u,v) is transformed in accordance with the equation Finally we find, from (58),
which proves that
is a net-invariant.
From the results of Article 6 it now follows that all of the coefficients of the flecnodal canonical form can be expressed in terms of the net-invariants 00,4, 00,9, 00,10, &0, 10, al, a2> 01,1, 04,1, 0-4,6, 01,2, 0-2, 4 • These eleven net-invariants may therefore be regarded as fundamental.
In fact, if they are given as functions of « and v, the net of ruled surfaces is determined except for projective transformations, and all other net-invariants are expressible in terms of these eleven and others derived from them by certain differentiation processes.
Of course the eleven invariants cannot be assigned arbitrarily.
The relations which exist between them can be found by writing the integrability conditions for a system ( S ) in its flecnodal canonical form. The formulas (74) enable us to verify that the same thing is true of 0i, i. In order to investigate the effect of (72) on 04, i, 0_4,6, 0i, 2, and 0_2, 4, we must first obtain formulas for »,*, a(i¿, and a{2k .
If 0 is any function of « and v, we have
Consequently we find by making use of (73), (74), (77), and the equations which define »»•*. From (73) and (77) i V')2 äiV = <t>u off -<pv afi> + 2 (</>"" -^^u--</." r) a2i, ( F )2 off = c6u off -0, 0*1' + 2 ( c6" -<5" ^ -<6U f ) «22
These formulas enable us to verify, at a glance, that the net-invariants 04, i and 0-2, 4 are invariants of the one-parameter family as well. It remains to determine the effect of the transformation on the net-invariants 0_4,6 and 0i, 2 ) and to find two further invariants of the one-parameter family from these two net-invariants.
This may be accomplished as follows. Equations (74) show that we can make ä\ = 0 by choosing for our new variable ü = <f>iu, v) a, solution (different from <p = const.) of the differential equation (83) ai 4>u -2<j>v = 0.
Moreover, the most general solution of (83) will be an arbitrary function of û. Consequently, the one-parameter family of ruled surfaces » = const, determines uniquely a second one-parameter family of ruled surfaces ü = const., the two families constituting a net for which the net-invariant ai has the value zero. We shall call this second one-parameter family of ruled surfaces the conjugate family. Since it is determined uniquely by the original family, it is clear that the invariants of the net formed by the given oneparameter family and its conjugate family will be invariants of the oneparameter family as well. We shall call such a net a conjugate net of ruled surfaces, and we shall explain later the geometric relation between the ruled surfaces of the two conjugate families.
From every net-invariant we obtain an invariant of the one-parameter family, by subjecting it to the general transformation of the form ( The resulting expression will be an invariant of the one-parameter family, except for a factor of the form <f>u ( V')1. Let us apply this process to the net-invariant 0_4, e • We have
where A<*> = (a?')2 -4a(22) = (a?? -aft)2 + 4aftaft.
According to (82) and (85) 
(an -a22) (aft -aft) + 2ai2 aft + 2a2i aft = Av.
We also have J - The formula for the net-invariant 0i, 2 was 0i,2 = (a(2), «) -2(a,«)".
Making use of (84) and (85) clearly determine a one-parameter family of ruled surfaces, except for projective transformations. For, if we specify besides the value of ai as a function of u and », for instance oi = 0, the corresponding net of ruled surfaces is determined except for a projective transformation. where both <f> and ip are arbitrary functions of u and v. These invariants might be obtained by extending the methods of Article 8 to the more general transformation (95). It seems preferable however to establish connection, at this point, with a previously developed projective theory of congruences.* We accomplish this by showing how to transform system ( S ) into the system of differential equations which was used in that other theory. Let us assume that the quadratic equation (96) -a2112 + (an -a22)t + a12 = 0, has two distinct roots, so that
is different from zero. If we make a transformation of form (22), in which the ratios a : y and ß : 5 are equated to the two roots of (96), we shall have aô -ßy t¿ 0, and according to (26), the transformed system will have «12 = 021 = 0.
Although this transformation is not unique, the resulting new surfaces of reference, Sf and Sz, are determined uniquely; they are, in fact, the focal surfaces of the congruence.
This follows from the fact that the first order equations of the transformed system ( S ) will have the form yv = an yu + buy + bn z, zv = Ô22 lu + b2i y + 622 z.
For, if ¿>i2 and b2i are not zero, these equations show that every line Pt P¿ of the congruence is tangent to each of the surfaces Sv and Sz. The cases bn = 0 or 62i = 0 correspond to the cases when one or both focal surfaces degenerate into curves. Consequently 6i2 and b2i must be invariants of the congruence whose explicit expressions we shall obtain very soon.
We may formulate our result more elegantly as follows. The function
is a quadratic covariant of system ( S ). The factors of this covariant determine in general two points on each line of the congruence, the foci of the line, that is, the points where the line touches the focal locus of the congruence.
The foci are distinct or coincident according as A is not or is equal to zero.
From this last remark it is clear that A is an invariant of the congruence. Let us factor the covariant (97), and denote its factors by y and z. Then Sy and S-2 will be the two sheets of the focal locus. In order to avoid exceptional cases, and to preserve symmetry, we write the factors of (97) in the following form * Brussels Paper. In these formulas Vl stands for that one of the two square roots of A = ( an -«22 )2 + 4ai2 a2i which reduces to an -a22 when Oi2 or a2i is equal to zero. The square root Va may be chosen in either of the two available ways; but after a choice has been made, it must be adhered to. Since we are discussing the case A ^ 0, a will also be different from zero as a result of the specification just made of the meaning of the symbol yA .
From (98) The transformations of form (22) transform the quantities aik and uik cogrediently.
Comparison of (24) and (26) shows that the p.t's are transformed cogrediently with the uik's except for the presence in each pik of some terms which involve partial derivatives of a, ß, y, 8 with respect to «. Therefore ^ÂPik will be obtained from /JAUik if we replace the «it's which appear in the right members of (101) -a2i pi2 -aiü Püi + 5 a5 (pn + P22),
We notice the relations 
Determination of the developables of the congruence
The first order equations of system (S) were given originally in the form yv = an yu + ai2 z" + 6n y + bí2 z,
Zv = an yu + a22 zu + £>2i y + b22 z.
Let us transform these equations by putting
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where <p and \j/ are arbitrary functions of u and ». The geometrical effect of this transformation is to replace the net of ruled surfaces formed by u = const, and v = const., by any other net ü = const, and » = const., formed from the lines of the same congruence.
As a result Of (113) we find dy dy dy dy (114) yu = ^<6" + T.h, yv = Yü4>» + Ti*" etc.,
where we assume (115) <f>u^v-<Pv^u^0.
Consequently (112) showing that the ruled surfaces » = const, are developables.* If A = ( an + «22 )2 -4 ( an a22 -012 021 ) is different from zero, the condition A = 0 can be satisfied in two essentially distinct ways, by integrating the differential equations for \p which are obtained by equating to zero the * Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 131.
[April factors of A. This proves the familiar theorem that a congruence with distinct focal surfaces has two distinct one-parameter families of developables.
If A = of -4a2 is equal to zero, the two sheets of the focal surface coincide, and there exists only a single one-parameter family of developables in the congruence.
Let us assume that the surface of reference Sy is so chosen as to coincide with the focal surface. Then we shall have (118) an = 0, an -a22 = 0, o2i ^ 0, since the covariant a2i y2 -(an -o22 ) yz -an z2 must reduce to a multiple of y2. Then A is a perfect square, and the differential equation A = 0 reduces to
If yp(u, v) is a solution of this equation, the ruled surfaces \p(u,v) = const, will be the developables of the congruence.
On the other hand, if we assume 6,2 j¿ 0, equations (17) show that the differential equation of the asymptotic lines on Sy is (120) -pi2 ¿m2 + 2ci2 dudv + e,2 dv2 = 0, and, in our case, we have ci2 = -au Pi2 + 012, en = an ci2 + bi2 an = -a2n pu + 2on 0i2.
Consequently (120) (119), giving rise to the familiar theorem that a congruence with coincident focal surfaces is composed of the tangents of one of the two families of asymptotic lines on its focal surface. The assumption bi2 j^ 0 upon which we have based the proof, merely requires that the focal surface do not degenerate into a curve. Equation (121) makes it convenient to examine the second set of asymptotic lines of the focal surface and the corresponding congruence of tangents. If the two focal sheets coincide and at the same time degenerate into coincident curves, we may assume On = 0, oi2 = 0, a22 = 0, a2i ^ 0, &i2 = 0 if we use the coincident focal curves for the locus of P", and the developables of the congruence as surfaces « = const. We shall then have Vv = buy, zv = &2i 2/4 b22 z.
These equations show that Pv remains fixed when v alone changes, and {hat Pz can only move along the straight line joining it to Py when v alone changes. If v remains constant, and u only changes, Pv moves on the double focal curve F, and the plane whose homogeneous coordinates are given by the four third order determinants of the form X = \y,z, yu\ contains Pz and the tangent of F at Py. We find X, = (26u + &m)X.
Consequently this plane does not change when v changes; it changes only with m. Consequently with the variation of both variables, this plane generates a developable which contains the curve F. The congruence may therefore be described as follows. On an arbitrary developable draw any curve. The lines tangent to the developable along this curve constitute a congruence of this sort. Clearly the developables of this congruence are the oo1 pencils whose vertices are the points of the given curve, and whose planes are the tangent planes of the fundamental developable. There remains one case which .requires special attention. If ai2 = a2i = an -022 = 0, the foci are entirely indeterminate, but the developables are not, and we may assume an = 022 = Oi2 = a2i = 0.
The equations y* = bn y + 612 z, zv = b2i y + b22 z show that Py and Pz move along the same fixed straight line if v varies while m remains constant. Thus the congruence, in this case degenerates into a one-parameter family of straight lines. All of the ruled surfaces of the family v = const, coincide.
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE CONGRUENCE REFERRED TO ITS FOCAL SHEETS AND DEVELOPABLES
We cannot introduce the developables of the congruence as parametric ruled surfaces and also preserve the form (S) of our system of differential equations.
We now proceed to show how (S) will be transformed. Let us start with the first order equations of ( S ) written in the focal canonical form §v = An yu + Bu y + Bi2 z, ■_ (122) VI = An -¿22 7*0, Zv = A22 Zu + 7?21 y + 7¿22 z.
[April so that Sy and S-z are the focal sheets, assumed to be distinct, but not necessarily non-degenerate. The expressions for Aik and Bik in terms of the coefficients of ( S ) are given in Article 9.
Since An = ^21 = 0, the developables of the congruence are obtained by equating to constants the functions
where (p and 4> satisfy the conditions (124) tp, = Au<t>u, «Ar = ^22 «Au, respectively, and where constant solutions of these equations are, of course, excluded. We may, therefore, assume <j>u 9e 0, «Au 9e 0. If we introduce ü and v, as defined by (123) and (124), as independent variables, the equations (122) The equations for Pn and P22 show that these quantities may be equated to zero provided that co and co' are chosen as solutions of the equations (129 
z»» + P21 yu + P22 z» + Q21 y + Q22 z = 0.
Let us introduce the variables « and v into these equations. We have Buy + P12 z yu = y~û<t>u + Hitu = 2/¡¡<Pu+ (m'y + m"z)\pu = 2/"<P« -■--p=-,
-, , ., i //-, I, -\ . , -t -1 1 ^21 y + #22 z z" = z5<pu + Zjf" = (re y + n 'z)<pu + z-,y¡/u = Z;f" -)--7=-, where we have made use of (125) and (126).
From (125) we find by differentiation y%, = m' Vu + i™» + m" n')y + (mi + m" n")z, <t>utuimii4-m"n') = -0i2 02i + 0n «22 -Uißn),
(putuirn^ 4-m" n") = -ßnßn 4-ßna22 -U(ßi2), 
Finally we substitute this expression in (133), and transform the second equation of (133) Finally, if we apply the transformation (127) to (138), we obtain the equations and where co and co' satisfy the conditions (130). Equations (131) and (141) together qre the differential equations of the congruence in the canonical form, and all of the invariants and covariants of the congruence can now be expressed in terms of the coefficients and variables of the original system (S). The functions <p", i{/u, co, and co', whose actual values are required for the purpose of computing the coefficients m, n, a,b, c, d, etc., enter into the expressions for these invariants and covariants only as extraneous factors, and are eliminated entirely from the expressions for absolute invariants.
Thus we have at once the expressions co cõ~r fe> n = ~rzrl <PuWu Consequently, making use of (1366), and (144), we find w (145a) 4<6U<8 = an + «22 + 2(/3n -ßn) -Pu -h U log ß\2 ( Pn -ßn ) . To obtain symmetric expressions for k and A_i, we observe that, from (1366), we may compute FSÏ in two ways, giving <P» VuP», = VU(F) + anU(F) = J7F(P) -a22 V(F), so that we find the identity (148) VU ( We propose to apply this formula for F = log m and for P = log re. We -(an + a22)(an -0u + 022).
These expressions may be written in somewhat shorter, but less symmetric form, by making use of (148). The complete expressions for k and /¡_i follow at once from (147) and (152).
The integrability conditions of the system, composed of (131) We wish to verify this directly and, at the same time, obtain the relation between this function and the function P, of u and v, whose partial derivatives are (154) p" = Pu + P22, Pv = nn + n« -Mn + a22 )", and whose existence is assured as a result of one of the integrability conditions of our system (S), in its focal canonical form. We have
Consequently the condition c5 = d^, which is equivalent to (153), may be written in the form <155> ('+2^).-(a'-2Ä).-But we find, making use of (110), (136c), (139) where ¿isa constant. According to (105) and (154) the principal determinant of system ( S ), this fourth order determinant being formed from four independent solutions of ( S ). By using the differential equations of ( S ), we find 12. The differential equations of the net of ruled surfaces in planar coordinates and the principle qf duality Let us return to the differential equations ( S ) of the one parameter family of ruled surfaces. The generating lines of these surfaces have so far been regarded as the lines of junction of corresponding points, Py and Pz, of the two surfaces of reference Sy and Sz. We propose now to think of these same lines as lines of intersections of corresponding planes.
Let R be a ruled surface of the family v = const. The coordinates of the plane tangent to R at P" are the four third order determinants of the form (162a) r = |«,z,y"|.
Similarly the determinants of the form (1626) s= \y,z,zu\ serve as coordinates for the plane tangent to R at Pz. We propose to obtain a system of differential equations similar to (S) which will be satisfied by the four pairs of functions ( r<, «,-), ( i = 1,2,3,4), thus obtaining a representation for the net of ruled surfaces in planar coordinates.
For purposes of abbreviation let us write (163) t=\y,*u,yu\, t' = \z,zu, yu\.
We find from (162a) and (1626), by differentiation, making use of the equations of system (S), equations (6), and familiar theorems about determinants, ru = -Pur -pi2i + t, U = (6n + 622 + Cn) r + C12 s -an t' + a221,
su = -P21 r -P22 s + t , Sv = C21 r + (611 + ¿22 + C22)s + au t' -02i t, whence follows, by elimination of t and t', r, = a22 ru -an su + ( ¿11 + 622 + Cn -ai2 p2i + a22 pu ) r It is an easy matter to verify the complete reciprocity between systems (S) and (168). We shall speak of them as systems adjoint to each other. In our interpretation the two systems correspond to the same congruence but in dualized representation.
Clearly, if we re-interpret tyi • • • ^4 and li, • • • , h as point-coordinates, we obtain instead two nets of ruled surfaces which are dual to each other. Consequently those properties of a net whose analytic expressions remain unaltered by the transformations (169) are dualistic properties.
Conjugate systems of ruled surfaces
Let us put (170) p<u) = 2yu + pu y + pí2 z, o™ = 2z" + p2i y + P22 z • These expressions determine two points, p(u) and c(u), such that the line joining them is a generator, of the same set as P" P*, on the quadric surface H which osculates the ruled surface v = const, along Pv Pz. The lines which * Proj. Dig. Geom., p. 137.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use join y to p(u), and z to <r(u) are generators of 77 of the second kind. Referred to the tetrahedron of these four points, and an appropriately chosen unitpoint, the equation of 77 is (171) XiXi -x2 x3 = 0.* We introduce two other points, by means of the expressions,
Pw = 2yv + m y + r« z, aM = 2z" + r" y + r22 a, where the coefficients rik are defined by (15). These points are on the quadric 77', which osculates the ruled surface u = const, along PyPz, and their position on this quadricjs determined by P" and Pz by the same construction which, executed on 77, gives rise to p(w) and (7(u). Let us study the quadric 77'. An arbitrary point on 77' is given by an exDression of the form (173) 0i(aiw + a2z) + 02 ( «i Pw + a2 a« ). But we have pM = 2(an yu + aï2z" + 6n w + 612z) + rn y + rnz, t(v) = 2 (a2i y" + 022 zu + b2X y + b22 z) + r2ï y + r22z, and 2«" = P(u) -Pli y -Pl2 3, 2Z" = (7(u) -P21 2/ -P22 Z, whence P(B) = anP(u) + ai2<7(tt) + (2&ii + rn -anpn -anp2i)y + (26i2 + rn -an pi2 -ai2 p22)z, <rw = an piu) + a22 tr(tt) + (2bn + r2i -021 pn -a22 pn)y + (2i>22 + »"22 -021 Pl2 -Ö22P22)Z, or, on account of (37),
If we introduce these expressions into (173) where we have put a2 = On a22 -ai2 a2i as before. Substitution of these values into the first two equations of (175) gives «2 «i 0i = «2 xi -irn -iTii)ia22 x3 -a2i x4)
-(,r2i -7T2i) ( -ai2 x3 + an x4), «2 0i «2 = «2 x2 -i rn -7Ti2 ) ( 022 x3 -a2i x4 )
-( r22 -irn ) i -«12 x3 + an x4 ), whence finally Let us consider any point P' of the line Py Pz. Let the coordinates of such a point be xí, x2, 0, 0. The plane tangent to H' at P' will have the equation (177) -(ai2x¡ + a22 x'2)x3 + (an x[ + 02ix2)x4 = 0, if we assume a2 ^ 0. The corresponding tangent plane of H is given by (178) -x2 xs + x\ Xi = 0.
These two planes will coincide, if and only if «12 (ZÍ)2 -(On -«22)*í X2 -02l(X2)2 = 0, that is, if P' is one of the two foci of the line Pv Pz. Thus the two quadrics H and H' are tangent to each other at the foci. The two planes of contact are given by (179) an x § -(an -a22 ) x3 x4 -a2i x2 = 0.
Since all of the ruled surfaces of the net must be tangent to the focal sheets, it is clear that these two planes are the planes tangent to the focal sheets of the congruence, and we shall call them the focal planes of the line Pv Pt.
Let us write equation (178) If ai2 and a2i are not both equal to zero, we conclude on + 022 = 0.
If ai2 and 02i are both zero, these conditions are satisfied also by Oi2 = a2i = an -a22 = 0; but in this case the congruence degenerates into a single ruled surface. Let us agree to speak of a net of ruled surfaces as a conjugate net if the osculating quadrics, H and 77', of the two ruled surfaces « = const, and v = const, which meet along a line Pv Pz of the congruence, are so related that the planes tangent to 77 and H' respectively at every point P of P" Pz are divided harmonically by the focal planes of Py Pz. We have just shown that the net of ruled surfaces defined by system (S) is a conjugate net, if and only if (181) Oi = an + o22 = 0, provided that (S) defines a proper net of ruled surfaces which does not degenerate into a single ruled surface. Thus the method of Article 8 for the construction of invariants of a oneparameter family of ruled surfaces consists geometrically of associating with the given one-parameter family of ruled surfaces its conjugate family; the e. j. wilczynsrt [April invariants of the conjugate net obtained in this way are at the same time the invariants of the given one-parameter family. Clearly the developables of the congruence are their own conjugates. Thus, making use of this new notion of conjugate systems of ruled surfaces, the analogy between the develdpables of a congruence and the asymptotic lines on a surface becomes very evident.
Since the quadrics H and H' have a line of the congruence in common, the rest of their intersection will be, in general, a twisted cubic. We shall refrain, at present, from any discussion of the congruence of cubics which arises in this way.
14. Geometric significance of some of the invariants obtained determine the complex points of Pv Pz, if again Pv Pz be regarded as a generator of a ruled surface of the family v = const.* The discriminants of these three quadratic co variants are A, 04, o, and 4010, o, and the significance of the vanishing of these invariants is therefore apparent.
The bilinear invariant of (182) and (183) is -\ ( Oil -022 ) ( «11 -«22 ) -Oi2 «21 ~ 02l «12 = 01, 1 , according to (59). Therefore, the flecnodes of a generator of a ruled surf ace v = const., and the foci of that line separate each other harmonically, if and only ifOi.i = 0.
The bilinear invariant of (182) and (184) according to (60).
Consequently the complex points of a generator of a ruled surface » = const., and the foci of the same line separate each other harmonically if and only if 04.1 = 0.
The bilinear invariant of (182) and (184) Clearly the bilinear invariant of (182) and (187) is (a, u, a) =0, and that of (183) and (187) is (a,u,u) =0. Consequently (187) represents the pair of points on Py Pz which are harmonic conjugates of each other botb with respect to the flecnodes and the foci of Py Pz. The discriminant of (187) is a new invariant of the one-parameter family of ruled surfaces.
The Laplace transformation
The first Laplace transformation is given by (188) *.*_%. *Yiy fc.s " m du\mj n
We wish to express these covariants in terms of the variables and coefficients of system ( S ). We find, from (188) 
